This paper contains brief information about symbolic computation techniques. The location of symbolic computation within Computer Language classification is defined. MATLAB + MuPAD as combined method have been introduced. After some introductory information about MuPAD, some important applications of MATLAB + MuPAD are given. The method, transfer from MuPAD into MATLAB has been discussed as well. These two methods have been illustrated to engineering students on selected topics.
INTRODUCTION
Symbolic computation deals with mathematical computations on numbers, symbols, expressions, and formulas, in an exact manner, as opposed to numeric computation that deals only with floating-point numbers (and therefore approximations). Typical operations include symbolic differentiation, integration, polynomial etc… Symbolic computation is more exact generic solution compared to numeric solutions, which are more approximate solutions. In some cases, symbolic computation methods need long time and resources to solve problems. Numerical computation methods are usually much faster. Some problems can be better solved using symbolical way, while other can be solved better in a numerical way. Symbolic and numeric computation methods can be combined to solve problems.
Figure 1: Classification of programming languages
In Computer Science there exist many programming languages, which are used for numerical applications as solution to problems. General classification of programming languages is illustrated in Figure 1 
INTRODUCTION TO MuPAD
MuPAD (Multiprocessing Algebra Data Tool) is a programming language for symbolic algebra and high-precision decimal integer and floating-point arithmetic.
Its development started about 1990 at the University of Paderborn, Paderborn, Germany, and was later changed into a separate commercial company that is now known as SciFace Software GmbH & Co. KG. [9] MuPAD consists of a powerful symbolic engine, a language that is optimized for operating on symbolic math expressions, and an extensive set of mathematical functions and libraries.  a programming language that supports object-oriented programming and functional programming There is combined method to use MATLAB+MuPAD together.
Passing variables from MuPAD to MATLAB
1 -open MuPAD like n = mupad 2 -input the statement like y := x^a 3 -to take back to MATLAB use function getVar like c = getVar(n, 'y').
Passing variables from MATLAB to MuPAD
1 -open MATLAB 2 -define symbolic variables like syms x a 3 -write expression like y = x^a 4 -to send this to MuPAD use function setVar like setVar(n, y) 5 -in MuPAD write symbolic like y
Saving results of MuPAD
It can be saved by using file-save as in most standard programs. To reload this file use following statement n=mupad('exp1.mn').
APPLICATIONS 3.1 Writing formulas
In MuPAD after writing expression press ENTER. 
Solving System of Equations
To solve system of equations write functions and use function solve. 
Derivative
To find derivative of a function write a function and use diff() function diff(a*x^2+b*y) //0th derivative of f (itself) 2 + diff(a*x^2+b*y, y) //1st derivative of f by y diff(a*x^2+b*y, x) //1st derivative of f by x 2 diff(a*x^2+b*y, x, x) //2nd derivative of f by x 2 Exercise: 1 -Find derivate of function 3 2 + 5 4 by x and y.
Integration
To find integration use function int. In MuPAD there are two types of integral definite and indefinite. int(f, x) computes the indefinite integral. int(f, x = a..b) computes the definite integral.
int (a*x^3+ b*y,x) // integration by indefinite x 
Matrix algebra
There is a function matrix by which a matrix (multidimensional array m*n) can be created. After creating can be used +,-e.t.c operations. 
Transferring from MuPAD to MATLAB
To transfer from MuPAD to MATLAB use function getVar.
Exercise:
1 -Use = 2 function to get from MuPAD and draw. 
Transferring from MATLAB to MuPAD

CONCLUSION
This paper gives brief information about symbolic computation techniques. The location of symbolic computation within programming language is illustrated. Symbolic and numeric computation methods can be combined to solve problems, such as MATLAB and MuPAD. After given some introductory information about MuPAD, different applications of MuPAD are computed. The ways how to apply from MATLAB into MuPAD and from MuPAD into MATLAB are illustrated in topics 11, 12. The results from other topics can also be done using these topics. These combined methods can be developed for further research activities.
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